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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MONITORING AND CONTROLLING THE

DISPENSE OF A PLURALITY OF PRODUCT FORMING INGREDIENTS

TRADEMARKS

[0001] COCA-COLA® is a registered trademark of The Coca-Cola Company,

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. Other names, symbols, designs, or logos used herein may be

registered trademarks, trademarks or product names of The Coca-Cola Company or other

companies.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates to product dispensers, and in particular, relates to

systems and methods for providing individually monitoring and controlling the dispense

of a plurality of product forming ingredients.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Conventional beverage dispensers can pour a beverage by combining a syrup,

sweetener, and/or water. These conventional beverage dispensers generally offer a finite

variety of beverage selections that incorporate different kinds of syrups. The offered

beverage selections can include branded and non-branded beverage selections. As an

example, a single conventional dispenser using several different kinds of syrup might be

able to offer choices of COCA-COLA™, DIET COCA-COLA™, SPRITE™, and a few

other branded or non-branded beverage selections.

[0004] In order to dispense a particular beverage, conventional beverage dispenses

typically actuate one or more solenoids, switches and/or valves associated with the

various ingredients of the beverage. The associated solenoids, switches and/or valves for

each ingredient are typically actuated for a predetermined period of timer, thereby

causing a predetermined amount of ingredients to be dispensed for the selected beverage.

[0005] One problem with these types of conventional beverage dispensers is that the

dispense quality of a selected beverage can be lowered or degraded if one or more of the

ingredients for the selected beverage are not being dispensed properly. For example, a

conventional dispenser may dispense a low quality COCA-COLA™ beverage if the

COCA-COLA™ syrup is not being dispensed properly and/or if the source for the



COCA-COLA™ syrup is empty or approximately empty. Additionally, it can be

difficult for a customer or user of the dispenser to identify the Sow quality beverage.

Furthermore, as more and more ingredients are combined to form or dispense a selected

beverage, it can be difficult for a customer to identify the one or more ingredients that

are not dispensed properly and, therefore, are contributing to the lower beverage quality.

[0006] Accordingly, there is a need for improved systems and methods for

monitoring and control the dispense of a plurality of product forming ingredients.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Some or all of the above needs and/or problems may be addressed by

embodiments of the invention. Embodiments of the invention may include systems and

methods for independently monitoring and controlling the dispense of a plurality of

product ingredients utilized to form a selected product. In one embodiment, a method

for dispensing a product, such as, a beverage, is provided. A plurality of product

ingredients may be associated with a product dispenser. A plurality of selectable

products may be formed utilizing the plurality of product ingredients. Input for a

selected product may be received. A recipe for the selected product that defines the ratio

of the product ingredients for forming the selected product may be identified. A

dispense for each of the respective product ingredients for the selected beverage may be

commenced based at least in part on the identified recipe. The dispense of each of the

respective product ingredients may be independently monitored for the selected

beverage.

[0008] Another embodiment may provide a method for dispensing a product

ingredient. Input for a selection of a product for dispense may be received. The product

ingredient may be a component or ingredient of the selected product. A recipe for the

selected product that defines a ratio of the product ingredient relative to one or more

other product ingredients for the selected product may be identified. A dispense of the

product ingredient may be commenced based at least in part on the identified recipe.

The dispense of the product ingredient may be monitored.

[0009] Yet another embodiment may provide a dispenser apparatus. The dispenser

apparatus may include an ingredient matrix operable to receive a plurality of ingredient

packages within respective locations. A plurality of selectable products may be formed

from at least some of the plurality of product ingredients. The dispenser apparatus may



further include an input device operable to receive a product selection. The dispenser

apparatus may further include a controller to execute a set of instructions operable to

receive the product selection and identify a recipe for the selected product. The recipe

may define a ratio of product ingredients to form the selected product. The controller

may execute a set of instructions operable to direct a dispense of each of the respective

product ingredients based at least in part on the identified recipe and independently

monitor the dispense of each of the respective product ingredients.

[0010] In yet another embodiment, a dispenser apparatus may be provided. The

dispenser apparatus may include an ingredient matrix operable to receive a plurality of

ingredient packages within respective locations, and a plurality of selectable products

may be formed from at least some of the plurality of product ingredients. The dispenser

apparatus may further include an input device operable to receive a product selection and

a controller to execute a set of instructions operable to receive the product selection,

identify a recipe for the selected product that defines a ratio of product ingredients to

form the selected product, and direct a dispense of each of the respective product

ingredients based at least in part on the identified recipe. The dispenser apparatus may

further include one or more control nodes respectively associated with each of the

product ingredients. Each of the one or more control nodes may execute a set of

instructions operable to receive, from the controller, a dispense direction and at least one

associated dispense parameter that is based at least in part on the identified recipe, to

commence the dispense of an associated product ingredient based at least in part on the

at least one associated dispense parameter, and to monitor the dispense of the associated

product ingredient.

[0011] Additional systems, methods, dispensers, features and advantages are realized

through the techniques of various embodiments of the invention. Other embodiments

and aspects of the invention are described in detail herein and are considered a part of the

claimed invention. Other advantages and features can be understood with reference to

the description and to the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0012] Reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings, which are not

necessarily drawn to scale, and wherein:



[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates one example of a beverage forming dispenser in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention.

[0014] FIG. 2A illustrates one example of an operational relationship between a

controller and an ingredient matrix location within an ingredient matrix in accordance

with an embodiment of the invention.

[0015] FIG. 2B illustrates one example of a plurality of package insertion detection

interfaces in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0016] FIG. 2C illustrates one example of a plurality of beverage forming ingredient

packages being associated with a plurality of pumps in accordance with an embodiment

of the invention

[0017] FIG. 2D illustrates one example of a plurality of beverage forming ingredient

packages being associated with a plurality of pumps and interfaced to a controller by

way of a plurality of bus nodes in accordance with an embodiment of the invention

[0018] FlG. 3 illustrates one example of a plurality of control nodes being associated

with a controller in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0019] FlG. 4 illustrates one example of a method for receiving customer input for a

selected beverage and directing the dispense of the selected beverage in accordance with

an embodiment of the invention.

[0020] FIG. 5 illustrates one example of a method for directing a control node

associated with a beverage forming ingredient to dispense the associated beverage

forming ingredient in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0021] FIG. 6 illustrates one example of a method for controlling the dispense of a

beverage forming ingredient by an associated control node in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

[0022] FIG. 7 illustrates one example of a method for monitoring the dispense of a

beverage forming ingredient in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0023] The detailed description explains various embodiments of the invention,

together with advantages and features, by way of example with reference to the

drawings.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[Θ024] As used herein, the terms "beverage forming dispenser "' , "product dispenser",

''beverage dispenser", "dispenser apparatus ', and ''dispenser" refer to a device which

dispenses a product such as a beverage, can, bottle, or container.

[0025] As used herein, the terms "product" and "beverage", and their pluralized

forms, are used synonymously, and embodiments of the invention should not be limited

in scope by the use of either term.

[0026] Illustrative embodiments of the invention now will be described more fully

hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which some, but not all

embodiments of the invention are shown. Indeed, the invention may be embodied in

many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set

forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy

applicable legal requirements. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.

[0027] Turning now to the drawings in greater detail, it will be seen that in FIG. 1

there is one example of a beverage forming dispenser 100, beverage dispenser, or

dispenser apparatus that may be utilized in accordance with embodiments of the

invention. The example beverage forming dispenser 100 may include a controller 105

operationally related to an ingredient matrix 112. A plurality of beverage forming

ingredient sources may be connected to the ingredient matrix 112. Suitable beverage

forming ingredient sources may include, for example, beverage forming ingredient

packages that are inserted into the ingredient matrix 112 and/or beverage forming

ingredient sources that are remotely situated relative to the beverage forming dispenser

100 and connected to the ingredient matrix 112 via suitable supply lines. For example,

beverage forming ingredient sources may be supplied to the beverage forming dispenser

100 via a bag-in-box (BIB) system.

[0028] In one embodiment, a plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages may

be inserted into the ingredient matrix 112. The ingredient matrix may secure each of the

plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14Q. In addition, the

ingredient matrix 112 may be operationally related to a controller, such as controller 105,

and to a plurality of pumps 120 and/or valves 125, In this regard, under control of the

controller 105, the plurality of pumps 120 and/or valves 125 may be operated to

effectuate the precise pumping of beverage forming products from certain of the pluralitj



of beverage forming ingredient packages 114A-1 14Q to dispense a custom beverage. A

plurality of sensors 127 may optionally monitor and measure the amount of beverage

forming products that are pumped from certain of the plurality of beverage forming

ingredient packages 114A-1 14Q.

[0029] In one embodiment, the ingredient matrix 112 may have dozens of different

types and kinds of beverage forming ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14Q, inserted

into it. In operation, each of the beverage forming ingredient packages 114A-1 14Q may

be selectively combined per a recipe in varying ratios to form thousands of different

kinds of beverages.

[0030] For example and not as a limitation, a customer, consumer, or user may make

a beverage type selection at a suitable input device 165 associated with the controller,

such as a user interface. A recipe to form the selected beverage including ingredients

and ratio of ingredients may be obtained by the controller 105 from a database local to

the controller 105, such as database 130, from memory associated with the controller

105, such as memory 180, and/or from a remote data processing resource, such as data

processing resource 135 which may be a server. The controller 105 may operate any

certain of the plurality of pumps 120 and/or valves 125 to form and dispense a beverage

by way of a nozzle 140 into a cup 145,

[0031] Beverage forming dispensers in accordance with embodiments of the

invention, such as beverage forming dispenser 100, may store or be associated with any

number of ingredients, for example, lime flavoring, vanilla flavoring, cherry flavoring,

and various ingredient parts of many branded and non-branded drinks. An advantage is

that, for example and not as a limitation, a COCA-COLA™ beverage can be poured, or

by adding cherry flavoring a CHERRY COCA-COLA™ beverage can be poured, or by

adding vanilla flavoring and changing the formula a DIET VANILLA COCA-COLA™

beverage can be poured. In one embodiment, by having a controller 105 operationally

related to a plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages 114 and a plurality of

pumps 120 and valves 125, a consumer can form and pour thousands of different kinds

of beverages by adding flavoring, and/or combining and varying ingredients and

ingredient ratios.

[0032] With continued reference to FiG. 1, according to some embodiments of the

invention, the controller 105 may be operationally related to a database 130 that includes

beverage recipes, formulations, and methods of making beverages. Such beverage



recipes, formulations, and methods of making beverages may include an ingredient list,

the ratio of each ingredient, a listing of how a beverage can be customized by a

consumer, consumer preferences for dispensing one or more beverages, portion control

dispense information associated with one or more beverages and/or other types and kinds

of beverage recipes, formulations, and methods of making a beverage as may be required

and/or desired by a particular embodiment. The controller 105 may be operable to

execute a set of instructions to form one or more beverages from one or more of the

beverage forming ingredient packages for dispensing to a consumer. Also illustrated in

FIG. 1 is a nozzle 145. The nozzle 145 may combine the flows from the plurality of

pumps 120 and/or valves 125 to mix and dispense the beverage into a cup, such as cup

145. The mixing of the beverage may occur prior to. during, and/or following the

dispense of the flows from the nozzle 145.

[0033] With regards to the ingredient matrix 112, there is illustrated in FIG. 1 how a

plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14Q, may be

physically inserted into respective locations within the ingredient matrix 112, secured,

and associated with a unique pump, valve, and/or a unique combination of pump(s)

and/or valve(s). Then in operation, by way of pumps 120 and valves 125, as required by

a recipe, select beverage forming ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14Q, can be

pumped in precise amounts or ratios to form branded beverages such as CHERRY

COCA-COLA™, VANILLA COCA-COLA™, COCA-COLA™, DIET COCA-

COLA™, and FANTA™ beverages, as well as a vast range of other branded beverages,

non-branded beverages, and/or consumer customized beverages. A beverage forming

dispenser in accordance with embodiments of the invention, such as beverage forming

dispenser 100, may dispense a vast range of beverage types, including but not limited to,

carbonated beverages, non-carbonated beverages, diet beverages, teas, coffees, vitamin

beverages, energy drinks, sports drinks, and/or dairy products.

[0034] For purposes of disclosure, beverage forming packages, such as 114A-1 14Q,

may be collectively or generally referred to as beverage forming ingredient package 114.

Each beverage forming ingredient package 114 may be manufactured as a pouch of

liquid secured in a plastic ridged container to allow insertion into the ingredient matrix

112. When inserted into the ingredient matrix 112, the pouch may be pierced by at least

one fitting or other suitable piercing device, allowing the liquid in the pouch to be

pumped or otherwise metered by pumps 120 and/or valves 125 in precise ratios to form



the desired beverage. Additionally, one or more sensors, such as sensors 127, may

monitor the amount or volume of liquid that is pumped from a beverage forming

ingredient package 114. One or more sensors 127 may also be utilized to aid in the

detection of a beverage forming ingredient package 114 that is approximately empty

and/or not flowing properly. For example, a capacitive sensor may be situated between a

beverage forming ingredient package 114 and an associated pump 120. The capacitive

sensor may detect each time that liquid is drawn into the pump 120. As an example, the

capacitive sensor may detect the flexing of a metal strip each time that liquid is drawn

into the pump 120. If no flex is detected by the capacitive sensor, then a determination

may be made by a controller in communication with the capacitive sensor, such as

controller 105 or node controller 310A shown in FlG. 3 that the beverage forming

ingredient package 114 is approximately empty and/or malfunctioning. If a flex is

detected, then a determination may be made by a controller in communication with the

capacitive sensor that the beverage forming ingredient package 114 is functioning

properly and contains a sufficient amount of liquid to complete the pumping and

dispense of a beverage.

[0035] In some instances, other ingredients, components, or beverage forming

additives may be inserted or otherwise operatively connected with the ingredient matrix

112. For instance, a carbonated water supply 114O, a sweetener 114P, and a water

supply 114Q may be operatively connected with the ingredient matrix 112. These

ingredients, components, or beverage forming additives may be in the form of a pouch,

or may be in another configuration suitable for access by the ingredient matrix 112. For

example, one or more of these ingredients, components, or beverage forming additives

may be supplied to the ingredient matrix 112 via suitable input tubing from respective

beverage forming ingredient sources.

[0036] In the examples of the carbonated water supply 1140 and the water supply

114Q. a continuous supply of liquid like carbonated water, water and/or other continuous

ingredient supplies can be provided by a combination of pumps 120, valves 125, and/or

variable orifice regulators to meter and/or control the flow of liquid, carbonated water,

water, or other ingredient supplies during the formation of the beverage. In a continuous

supply example, the carbonated water supply 1140 and the water supply 114Q may be

connected to the ingredient matrix 112. Additionally, in accordance with some

embodiments of the invention, one or more beverage forming ingredients may be



circulated through a prechilter (not shown) before being supplied to the ingredient matrix

112. For example, carbonated water and water may be respectively supplied from the

carbonated water supply 114O and the water supply 114Q and circulated through one or

more prechillers prior to being supplied to the ingredient matrix 112. Additionally or

alternatively, one or more beverage forming ingredients may be supplied from

refrigerated sources.

[0037J In one example, sweetener 114P may be a non-nutritive sweetener (NNS),

high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), or other types or kinds of sweetener as may be

required and/or desired in a particular embodiment. In this example, the sweetener 114P

can be a pouch capable of being connected to the ingredient matrix 112. Additionally, in

some embodiments, a plurality of sweeteners may be supplied to the ingredient matrix

112.

[0038] In one embodiment, some of the beverage forming ingredients 114 referred to

as pungent may be limited to selected ingredient matrix 112 locations. In this regard,

pungent ingredients are so strong that once a pungent ingredient is drawn through

dispenser tubing in the beverage forming dispenser the tubing is permanently flavored

and any fluids that pass through the tubing will be tainted with the pungent taste. As

such, once a pungent ingredient is used in the matrix, it may be desirable to limit the

replacement and/or addition of other pungent ingredients to certain of the ingredient

matrix locations to maintain a premium quality beverage.

[0039] Also in one embodiment, certain of the beverage forming ingredient packages

114 may require agitation to keep the ingredient mixed. In these cases, the location of

such ingredients in the ingredient matrix 112 may be limited to ingredient matrix

locations that can be agitated as may be required and/or desired in a particular

embodiment.

[0040] Additionally, one or more continuous ingredient supplies may be connected

to the ingredient matrix 112 in respective locations in which the continuous ingredient

supplies may be agitated. For example, a continuous supply of ice may be connected to

the ingredient matrix 112, and ice may be agitated prior to, during, and/or after the

dispense of a beverage.

[0041] Also in one embodiment, certain of the beverage forming ingredient packages

114 may require antimicrobial tubing and/or dispenser parts. These beverage forming

ingredient packages 114 may include milk, dairy, soy, and/or other types and kinds of



beverage forming ingredient packages. In these cases, the location of such ingredients in

the ingredient matrix 112 may be limited to ingredient matrix locations that utilize the

appropriate antimicrobial tubing and/or dispenser parts as may be required and/or desired

in a particular embodiment.

[0042] In one embodiment, for the most part, there may be a relationship between a

particular beverage forming ingredient package 114 and one or more respective pumps

120 and/or valves 125. For example, there may be a one-to-one relationship between a

particular beverage forming ingredient package 114 and a pump 120 and/or valve 125.

As another example, there may be a four-to-one relationship between a particular

beverage forming ingredient package 114 and associated pumps 120 and/or valves 125.

A wide variety of relationships between a particular beverage forming ingredient

package 114 and associated pump(s) and/or valve(s) may be utilized as desired in various

embodiments of the invention. The utilization of more than one pump 120 and/or valve

125 may facilitate the ability to draw a higher volume of a beverage ingredient from a

beverage forming ingredient package 114 in a shorter period of time. In a few cases, it

may be desirable to utilize a plurality of pumps and/or valves on a single ingredient to be

able to draw a higher volume of liquid from the package in a shorter period of time. One

such ingredient in which it may be desirable to use a plurality of pumps 120 and/or

valves 125 to be able to draw a higher volume of liquid from the package 114 in a

shorter period of time can be the sweetener 114P.

[0043] With continued reference to FIG. 3, a controller associated with a beverage

forming dispenser 100, such as controller 105, may be any suitable controller, computing

device, or plurality of devices, for example, a microcontroller, minicomputer, personal

computer, etc. The controller 105 may include a processor 175 and a memory 180, The

memory 180 may store programmed logic 182 (e.g., software) in accordance with

embodiments of the invention. One example of software or a computer-readable

medium may be program code or a set of instructions operable to control the operation of

a beverage forming dispenser, such as beverage forming dispenser 100. In certain

embodiments of the invention, the memory 180 may also include data 184 utilized in the

operation of the beverage forming dispenser 100. The data 184 may include data that is

manually input into the controller 105, data that is communicated to the controller 105,

data associated with and/or received from other components of the beverage forming

dispenser 100. data received from customers or users of the beverage forming dispenser



100, and/or data received from a remote source, such as data processing resource 135. In

certain embodiments of the invention, the memory 180 may aiso include an operating

system 186. The processor 175 may utilize the operating system 186 to execute the

programmed logic 182, and in doing so, may also utilize at least a portion of the data

184.

[0044] The controller 105 may receive input or data from other components of the

beverage forming dispenser 100, from remote devices, such as data processing resource

135, and/or from a customer or user via one or more suitable input devices 165. The one

or more suitable input devices may include touch pads, touch screens, interactive

displays, selection elements, switches, buttons, keyboards, keypads, control panels, disk

drives, CD-ROMS, DVDs, removable memory devices, and/or any other device capable

of communicating data to the controller 105. The controller 105 may also output data or

control the output of data to other components of the beverage forming dispenser 100, to

one or more remote devices, and/or to one or more suitable output devices 160. The one

or more suitable output devices may include displays, interactive displays, printers, etc.

[0045] With continued reference to FIG. 1, a controller associated with a beverage

forming dispenser 100, such as controller 105, may be related to or connected to one or

more servers or data processing resources, such as data processing resource 135, via a

suitable network connection. In one embodiment, a beverage forming dispenser 100

may be networked via a network connection to the data processing resource 135, such as

a server. Such a network connection may be facilitated by any appropriate network, for

example, the Internet, a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a LON

WORKS network, and/or other types and kinds of networks or network connections as

may be required and/or desired by a particular embodiment.

[0046] The data processing resource 135, such as a server, may be in communication

with a plurality of databases such as recipes, formulations, and methods of making

beverages database 150A, operational database 150B, and/or consumer database 150C.

In addition, the data processing resource 135 may be used to aid or facilitate recipes,

formulations, methods of making beverages, provide operational data processing,

perform data processing related to consumer interaction, and/or perform other data

processing as may be required and or desired in a particular embodiment. Such

operational data processing may include, for example and not as a limitation, equipment

status, maintenance, service alerts, predictive restock, and/or other types and kinds of



operational data processing as may be required and/or desired in a particular

embodiment. Such consumer interaction support may include, for example and not as a

limitation, consumer preferences, consumer beverage preferences loyalty, gaming,

prizes, media content, customizations, and/or other types and kinds of consumer

interaction and/or data processing support as may be required and/or desired by a

particular embodiment. In certain embodiments, one or more of the databases associated

with the data processing resource 135, such as databases 150A, 150B and 150C, may be

associated with the beverage forming dispenser 100 via a network connection.

Accordingly, any of the information that is maintained by the one or more databases may

be accessed by a controller associated with the beverage forming dispenser 100, such as

controller 105, and/or stored in one or more other databases associated with the

controller, such as database 130. For purposes of disclosure, databases 130, 150A, 150B,

and 150C are collectively or otherwise individually referred to herein as database 130.

[0047] With continued reference to FIG. 1, a beverage forming dispenser in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention, such as beverage forming

dispenser 100, may include or be associated with one or more machine readable code

readers 155. Each of the one or more machine readable code readers 155 may be any

suitable type of reader or group of readers, for example, a bar code, RFlD, reflected light

frequency, optical, etc. In one embodiment, a machine readable code reader 155 may be

utilized to scan or read the beverage forming ingredient packages 114A-1 14Q prior to

insertion into the ingredient matrix 112. In this regard, the controller 105 may be used to

obtain information related to or associated with the beverage forming ingredient

package, such as 114A, using information from the scan or read, and use such

information to identify within the ingredient matrix 112 an optimum matrix location for

placement of the beverage forming ingredient package. For example, data from a

beverage forming ingredient package 114A, such as a serial number or identification

code can be utilized alone or correlated with previously stored information in a database,

such as 130, or with data otherwise accessible or stored by data processing resource 135,

which may identify one or more ingredients associated with the beverage forming

ingredient package 114A. In another example, data from a beverage forming ingredient

package 114A, such as an ingredient code or identifier, can be utilized alone or

correlated with previously stored information in a database, such as 130, or with data



otherwise accessible or stored by data processing resource 135, which may identify one

or more ingredients associated with the beverage forming ingredient package 114A.

[0048] In addition, as beverage forming ingredient packages 134A-1 14Q are scanned

and an optimum matrix location identified package installation personnel can be

informed where a particular beverage forming ingredient package 114A is to be located

in the ingredient matrix 112 by way of one or more suitable output devices 160. such as a

light emitting diode (LED) display indicator. The personnel may additionally or

aiternativeiy be informed by way of other types and kinds of output devices or display

indicators as may be required and/or desired in a particular embodiment. Other

embodiments may include output devices such as LCD screens, input/output (I/O)

interfaces, and/or audio interfaces. The package installation personnel may additionally

be prompted for user input via one or more user options or selections associated with the

beverage forming dispenser 100 and/or the particular beverage forming ingredient

package ] 14A The one or more user options or selections that are utilized to prompt the

user may be presented to the user in any suitable form, for example, via the one or more

output devices 160. User input or selections may be communicated to the beverage

forming dispenser 100 via one or more suitable input devices 165, such as a touchpad

associated with a controller of the beverage forming dispenser, such as controller 105.

Other embodiments may include input devices such as keypads, interactive displays,

push buttons, voice recognition, etc.

[0049] In one embodiment correct beverage forming ingredient package 114

insertion into the ingredient matrix 112 may be double checked or otherwise verified by

scanning a machine readable code on the package (illustrated as 118A) and scanning a

machine readable code located on the ingredient matrix 112 at the point of insertion

(illustrated as 118B). In this regard, the controller 105 may then check or verify that the

beverage forming ingredient package 114 is correctly located in the ingredient matrix

112. Additionally or alternatively, a machine readable code reader 170A that is

associated with a particular matrix location in the ingredient matrix 112, such as a radio

frequency identification (RFlD), may be utilized to read an RFID tag (illustrated as

118A) associated with the beverage forming ingredient package 114A prior to, during,

and/or subsequent to its insertion into the ingredient matrix 112. In this regard, a

controller, such as controller 105 may be used to obtain information related to or

associated with the beverage forming ingredient package 114A, and use such



information to identify or otherwise determine the location within the ingredient matrix

112 of the beverage forming ingredient package 114 A .

[0050] A determination may also be made as to whether the beverage forming

ingredient package 114A has been inserted into an appropriate location within the

ingredient matrix 112. In accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention, a

plurality of machine readable code readers may be associated with respective locations

within the ingredient matrix 112. As beverage forming ingredient packages 114 are

inserted into the ingredient matrix 112 and scanned, package installation personnel may

be informed where the beverage forming ingredient package 114 is located in the

ingredient matrix 112 by way of one or more suitable output devices 160, such as a light

emitting diode (LED) display indicator. The package installation personnel may

additionally or alternatively be informed by way of other types and kinds of output

devices or display indicators as may be required and/or desired in a particular

embodiment. Other embodiments can include output devices such as LCD screens,

input/output (I/O) interfaces, and audio interfaces.

[0051] The package installation personnel may also be informed via one or more

suitable output devices 160 of any determination(s) that a beverage forming ingredient

package has been inserted into an incorrect location within the ingredient matrix 112

For example, if an optimal location in the ingredient matrix 112 has been determined for

a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A, utilizing machine readable code

reader 155, then the insertion into the optimal location may be verified by a machine

readable code reader associated with the optimal location, such as machine readable code

reader 170A. The package installation personnel may be informed of the correct

insertion. If the beverage forming ingredient package is inserted into a different location

than the optimal location, then a machine readable code reader associated with the

different location may be utilized in a determination that the beverage forming ingredient

package has not been properly inserted into the optimal location. The package

installation personnel may then be notified of the improper insertion. As another

example, if a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 1I4A, is replaced in the

ingredient matrix 112 with a new beverage forming ingredient package, a machine

readable code reader associated with the location in the ingredient matrix 112 may be

utilized in association with a determination that the new beverage forming ingredient

package may be inserted into the location. For example, if the location is associated with



a cherry syrup, then a determination may be made as to whether the new beverage

forming ingredient package is a cherry syrup.

[0052] Furthermore, in one embodiment, a RFlD tag associated with a beverage

forming ingredient package, such as 114A, may be written to and/or modified such that

the beverage forming ingredient package 114A is prevented or otherwise limited from

being inserted into a second or other beverage forming dispenser. In this regard, should

service personnel attempt to read the RFlD tag a second time in an attempt to relocate

the package 114A into a second beverage forming dispenser it would be known to a

controller associated with the second beverage forming dispenser that the package 114A

has previously been inserted into a different beverage dispenser, and as such would not

allow the package 114A to be operated in a second ingredient matrix. In operation, this

can prevent partially used beverage forming ingredient packages from being transferred

between beverage forming dispensers. Similarly, a RFlD tag associated with a beverage

forming ingredient package, such as i 14A, may be written to and/or modified such that

the beverage forming ingredient package 114A is prevented or otherwise limited from

being inserted into certain locations in the ingredient matrix 112 of a beverage forming

dispenser, such as beverage forming dispenser 100.

[0053] With continued reference to FIG. 1, a beverage forming dispenser in

accordance with certain embodiments of the invention may include a RFID reader/writer,

such as 170A, that is associated with each insertion location within the ingredient matrix

112. In this regard, as a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A, is inserted

into the ingredient matrix 112, a unique RFID reader/writer, such as 170A, can be

associated with each respective ingredient matrix 112 insertion location, and can read

and/or write to the respective beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A.

[0054] Illustrated in FlG. 1 is an example of how a RFID reader/writer 170A may be

located adjacent to an insertion location within an ingredient matrix 112 where a

particular beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A, is to be inserted. As such,

a RFID reader/writer 17OB may be associated with an insertion location for package

114B, and similarly 170C may be associated with 114C, continuing through the total

number 'N ' of insertion locations and packages represented as 170N and 114N

respectively. In one embodiment, there may be forty four (44) RFlD reader/writers

170A- 170N associated with beverage forming ingredient packages 114A-1 14N though

not all ingredients such as, for example and not as a limitation, carbonated water 114O,



sweetener I MP. and water 114Q. may have respective RFID reader/writers. For

purposes of disclosure, a RFID reader/writer 170A-170N may be referred to as RFID

reader/writer 170 or RFID reader 170, and 'N' may represent the total number of objects

such as packages 114N or RFlD readers/writers 170N. In one embodiment 'N' may be

any number, and in another embodiment. N ' may be a number less than or in excess of

forty four (44).

[0055] In one embodiment, a RFID reader 170 may be utilized to read an RFID tag

associated with a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A, upon insertion of

the package 114A into the ingredient matrix 112. In this regard, the controller 105 may

be used to obtain information related to or associated with the beverage forming

ingredient package 114A. Such information may be used to identify within the

ingredient matrix 112 an optimum or desired matrix location for placement of the

beverage forming ingredient package 114A. In this regard, information related to the

beverage forming ingredient package 114A may be manually entered into the controller

105 such that an optimum or desired matrix location can be identified. Once identified, a

service personnel may be informed of the optimum or desired location within the

ingredient matrix 112 by way of a suitable output devices 160, such as a light emitting

diode (LED) display indicator, and/or informed by way of other types and kinds of

output devices or display indicators as may be required and/or desired in a particular

embodiment. Other embodiments may include output devices such as LCD screens,

input/output (I/O) interfaces, and audio interfaces.

[0056] Furthermore, in one embodiment, a RFID tag associated with a beverage

forming ingredient package, such as 114A, may be written to and/or modified such that

the beverage forming ingredient package 114A is prevented or otherwise limited from

being utilized by a second or other beverage forming dispenser. In this regard, should

service personnel attempt to read the RFID tag a second time in an attempt to relocate

the package into a second beverage forming dispenser it would be known to a second

controller, via tag information or a network component, that the package has previously

been inserted into a different beverage dispenser and as such would not allow the

package to be operated in a second ingredient matrix. In operation, this may prevent or

otherwise limit partially used packages from being transferred between beverage forming

dispensers by way of determining via tag information or a network component the



amount of an ingredient remaining within a particular beverage forming ingredient

package.

[0057] In one embodiment, information associated with an amount of an ingredient

remaining in a beverage forming ingredient package 114 may be written to a RFID tag

associated with a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A. Such information

may be written to the RFID tag after each use or prior to removal of the beverage

forming ingredient package 114A from the ingredient matrix 112.

[0058] Referring to FIG. 2A, there is illustrated one example of an operational

relationship between a controller, such as controller 105, and an ingredient matrix

location within an ingredient matrix, such as ingredient matrix 112. In one embodiment,

a beverage forming ingredient package 114A may be inserted into an ingredient matrix

location H2A. In operation, there may be dozens of individual packages 114A-1 14N

which may be uniquely inserted into dozens of ingredient matrix locations 112. In this

regard, each of the packages 114A-1 14N may be metered, pumped, and monitored to

form beverages. FIG. 2A illustrates one such embodiment of one of the many package

matrix location operational relationships. In a plurality of example embodiments the

operational relationship depicted in FIG. 2A may be replicated many times in accordance

with the size and number of ingredient matrix locations. Although controller 105, which

may be a central controller, is shown in FlG. 2A as being associated with the ingredient

matrix location, other controllers may be associated with an ingredient matrix location as

desired in various embodiments of the invention. For example, the beverage forming

dispenser 100 may include a distributed architecture in which each ingredient matrix

location may be associated with a respective controller, as described in greater detail

below with reference to FIG, 3, As another example, the beverage forming dispenser

100 may include a distributed architecture in which individual ingredient matrix

locations and/or a subsets of the ingredient matrix locations are associated with

respective controllers.

[0059] In one embodiment, package 114A may be inserted into ingredient matrix

location 112A. To meter, pump, and monitor ingredient contents, a controller, such as

controller 105, may be operationally related to a package insertion detection interface

205A, one or more output devices 210A, one or more pumps 120A, and/or one or more

valves 125A. In a plurality of example embodiments, a combination of some or all of

these and other features may be used as may be required and/or desired in a particular



embodiment. As such, some embodiments may have less than all of the illustrated

features while some may have more. As an example and not as a limitation, valves, such

as valves 125, might not be required for each of the packages 114A-1 14N inserted in

certain of the matrix locations 112A-1 12N. As such if a valve, such as valve 125A, is

not needed in the embodiment, the embodiment may be effectuated without the valve.

This adding and/or subtracting of features for a matrix location configuration may apply

for each of the features illustrated in FIG. 2A and may vary as may be required and/or

desired in a particular embodiment.

[Θ060] In operation, the package insertion detection interface 2O5A may be a limit

switch, Hall Effect sensor, optical, and/or other types and kinds of package insertion

detection interfaces as may be required and/or desired by a particular embodiment. In

any instance, a package insertion detection interface 205A may be used to detect the

insertion of a package, such as 114A, into a respective or particular ingredient matrix

location, such as 112A.

[0061] Referring to FIG. 2B, there is illustrated one example of a plurality of

package insertion detection interfaces 205A. Such interfaces 205A may include, for

example and not limitation, as required and/or desired by a particular embodiment,

switches 2 15, RFID reader/writer 220 (also referred to as RFID reader as shown in FIGs.

IE and IF as 120), machine readable code reader 225, Hall Effect sensors 230, and/or

sensors 235. For purposes of disclosure, RFID reader/writer 220, machine readable code

reader 225, and manually entered information and data related to a beverage forming

ingredient package, such as 114A, can be referred to as an ingredient package identifier.

[0062] Display indicator interface 210A in FIG. 2A may be a user interface or an

output device such as a light emitting diode (LED) display interface, other display

interface, or type of indicator or output device as may be required and/or desired in a

particular embodiment. In operation, interface 210A may be utilized to direct service

personnel to matrix locations and/or inform service personnel of certain operational

status, operational condition, and/or utilized, for other purposes, as may be required

and/or desired in a particular embodiment.

[0063] For example, as needed, one or more pumps, such as pumps !2OA, may be

utilized to pump ingredient contents from a particular package, such as 114A, once the

package 114A has been correctly or suitably inserted into a respective matrix location.

such as 112A, as may be required and/or desired in a particular embodiment



[0064] In addition, as needed, one or more valves, such as valves 125A may be

utilized to meter the flow of ingredients from a respective package, such as 114A, from a

respective matrix location, such as 112A, or from the ingredient matrix, such as 112,

during beverage formation as required and/or desired in a particular embodiment,

[0065] Referring to FIG. 2C, there is illustrated one example of a plurality of

beverage forming ingredient packages being associated with a plurality of pumps. Fn one

embodiment, a plurality of pumps, such as 120A-120P, may be operationally related to a

controller, such as controller 105. Additionally, a plurality of beverage forming

ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14D, may be associated with some or all of the

plurality of pumps, such as 120A-120D. In operation, controller 105 may create an

association between the plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages 114A-1 14D

and the pumps 120A-D and/or valves, shown as 125 in FIG. 2A. Although the

association is illustrated in FIG. 2C as a one to one association of a pump, such as pump

120A to a beverage forming ingredient package, such as package 114A, other

associations may be utilized as desired in various embodiments of the invention. For

example, a plurality of pumps and/or valves may be associated with each beverage

forming ingredient package.

[0066] An association between a plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages,

such as 114A-1 14D, and a plurality of pumps, such as 120A-120D, may be stored as a

last known good association such that each time the beverage forming dispenser is

powered up and/or reset, a check for conflicts of the current association between the

plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages and the pumps can be made. Such

conflicts may include, for example and not as a limitation, a pungent beverage forming

ingredient package being incorrectly located in the ingredient matrix, an agitation

required beverage forming ingredient package being located in a non-agitated ingredient

matrix location, at least two beverage forming ingredient packages being age and/or

otherwise incompatible, and/or other types and kinds of conflicts, monitoring, and

determination as may be required and or desired in a particular embodiment.

[0067] In one embodiment, as related to a service technician making repairs or a

service person restocking the beverage forming dispenser, beverage forming ingredient

packages and pumps may from time to time be removed, replaced, exchanged, or in other

ways the dispenser and ingredients modified. In these conditions, it may be likely that

beverage forming ingredient packages are moved to different slots and/or pump/valve



assemblies are changed. As such, when the beverage forming dispenser is next powered

up or reset only then will the changes be determinable and of operational consequence.

For example and not as a limitation, if there is a beverage forming ingredient package in

the incorrect or an unsuitable ingredient matrix location, the incorrect recipe may be

poured. In addition, a replacement pump associated with an incorrect or unsuitable

beverage forming ingredient package may cause the ratio of the pour to be incorrect,

resulting in poor beverage quality and/or taste. In this regard, often different ingredients

have different viscosities. Furthermore, as viscosity of the ingredients change, from

ingredient to ingredient, various characteristics of the pumps may be changed or

otherwise adjusted in order to deliver the correct or suitable ingredient at a suitable ratio

per the recipe.

[0068] Characteristics may be referred to herein as operational characteristics and

may include, for example and not as a limitation, electrical and/or mechanical

characteristics of at least one of the pumps to control or compensate for a viscosity of a

particular ingredient being pumped.

[0069] An advantage of an embodiment of the invention is that once a known good

association exists, the dispenser may obtain information related to a plurality of beverage

forming ingredient packages located in the ingredient matrix, determine an association

related to the operational relationship between each of the plurality of beverage forming

ingredient packages and each of a plurality of pumps, determine if the association has

changed by comparison to the last known good association, and modify the association if

the association has changed to accommodate the new association.

[0070] In addition, another advantage of an embodiment of the invention can be that

the plurality of said beverage forming ingredient packages configured within the

ingredient matrix may be compared to a database of beverage recipes to form an

available beverage menu.

[0071] Referring to FIG. 2C, there is illustrated a controller, such as controller 105,

operationally related to a plurality of pumps, such as pumps 12QA-P. In addition, there

is an association made between the pumps 120A-D and a plurality of beverage forming

ingredient packages 114A-D. In this regard, package 114A may be associated with

pump 120A, package 114B may be associated with pump 120B, package I H C may be

associated with pump 120C, and package 114D may be associated with pump 120D. In

one embodiment, an association between any number of pumps 120A-P and packages



114A-D may be determined and stored as a last known good association. Additionally,

in certain embodiments more than one pump may be associated with a beverage forming

ingredient package. On power up or reset, the plurality of packages 114 may be checked

to determine whether the association with the plurality of pumps has changed (as

compared the last known good association). If the association has changed, then the

controller may attempt to dynamically reconfigure the pumps and packages association.

If there are no conflicts, then the association may be updated and stored as the last

known good association, and the system may start normally. If there are conflicts, then

one or more prompting, attentions, and/or receipts of input may be needed or required

before normal dispenser operation can resume.

[0072J With continued reference to FIG. 2C, a beverage forming dispenser, such as

beverage forming dispenser 100 of FIG. 1, may include a central controller, such as

controller 105, that controls the operation of the beverage forming dispenser 100. In one

embodiment, the controller 105 may be in communication with a plurality of pumps,

such as pumps 120A- 120P (or 120A- 120N in FIG. 1). and the controller 105 may control

the operation of the pumps. As such, the controller 105 may directly control the

operation of the pumps 120A-120P to form a variety of beverages. Although FIG. 2C

illustrates a centra! controller, it will be understood that a plurality of controllers may be

utilized in accordance with embodiments of the invention. For example, a plurality of

nodes and/or controllers may be arranged or associated in a distributed architecture, as

explained in greater detail below with reference to FIGS. 2D and 3.

[0073] Referring to FIG. 2D, there is illustrated one example of a plurality of

beverage forming ingredient packages, such as 114A-1 14D, being associated with a

plurality of pumps, such as 120A-D, and interfaced to a controller 105 by way of one or

more of a plurality of nodes, such as node 240A. In one embodiment, a plurality of

nodes 240A-240D may be utilized to interface a plurality of pumps/valves 120A-120P,

125 (shown in FIG. 2A) to a network bus. In this regard, the bus may form a relatively

more efficient way for a controller 105 to data communicate and/or control the

pumps/valves 120A- 120P, 125. In one embodiment the bus node 240A-240D may

effectuate embedded microcontroller functionality and/or be a network interface device

effectuating network communications between controllers and devices such as

pumps/valves 120A-120P, 125 and/or other types and kinds of devices as may be

required and or desired in a particular embodiment. Such network communications may



include CAN, OPEN CAN, RS232, ETHERNET, RS485, wired, wireless, and/or other

types and kinds of bus node effectuated network communications as may be required and

or desired in a particular embodiment.

[0074] An advantage of an embodiment of the invention may be that that once a

known good association exists, the dispenser may obtain information related to a

plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages located in the ingredient matrix,

determine an association related to the operational relationship between each of the

plurality of beverage forming ingredient packages, each of a plurality of pumps, each of

the plurality of nodes 240A-240D, determine if the association has changed by

comparison to the last known good association, and modify if the association has

changed the beverage forming dispenser to accommodate the new association. In this

regard, if a node is replaced or relocated in the ingredient matrix, the last known good

association may be utilized to detect, resolve conflicts, and/or update a new association

as may be required and/or desired in a particular embodiment.

[0075] Referring to FlG. 3, there is illustrated one example of a plurality of control

nodes, such as 3O5A-305N, being associated with a controller of a beverage forming

dispenser, such as controller 105. In one embodiment, each control node 305A-305N

may be associated with a particular beverage forming ingredient such as ingredients

114A-1 14Q shown in FlG 1. However, in certain other embodiments, each control node

3O5A-3O5N may be associated with a plurality of beverage forming ingredients.

[0076] In one embodiment in which each control node 305A-305N may be

associated with a beverage forming ingredient, such as 114A-1 14Q shown in FIG. 1,

each control node 305A-305N may control the pumping of a respective beverage

forming ingredient, such as 114A-1 14Q. In this regard, each control node 305A-305N

may be in communication with respective pumping technology 325A-325N and/or

measurement technology 330A-330N associated with the beverage forming ingredients.

In one embodiment, a control node 305A may be associated with pumping technology

325A and/or measurement technology 330A for a First beverage forming ingredient, such

as 114A shown in FIG. 1. As such, a control node 3O5B may be associated with

pumping technology 325B and/or measurement technology 330B for a second beverage

for a second beverage forming ingredient, such as I 14B shown in FΪG. 1. Similarly,

control node 3O5C may be associated with pumping technology 325C and/or

measurement technology 33OC, continuing through a total number 'N " of control nodes,



pumping technology, and/or measurement technology represented as 305N, 325N, and

330N respectively.

[Θ077] In one embodiment, suitable pumping technology, such as 325A, may be

utilized to precisely pump a beverage forming ingredient, such as 114A shown in FΪG. 1,

for a beverage. A wide variety of different pumping technologies may be utilized as

desired in various embodiments of the invention to precisely pump a beverage forming

ingredient 114A. For example, one or more suitable solenoid pumps may be utilized to

pump a beverage forming ingredient 114A. In one embodiment, one or more NMElC

Evolution Micropumps, manufactured by Ulka S.r.l. may be utilized to pump a beverage

forming ingredient, such as 134A. In operation, a micropump may be energized for

approximately 15 ms, causing a plunger to be pulled back, thereby drawing or pulling a

beverage forming ingredient into the micropump. The micropump may then be actuated

causing the beverage forming ingredient to be passed downstream through the pump. In

one embodiment, four (4) solenoid pumps may be utilized to pump a beverage forming

ingredient, such as 114A. Other types of pumps, combinations of pumps, and suitable

pumping technology may be utilized in accordance with embodiments of the invention as

may be required and/or desired in a particular embodiment.

[0078] A control node, such as control node 3O5A, may be associated with the

pumping technology, such as 325A, that is utilized to pump a particular beverage

forming ingredient, such as 114A. One advantage of associating a control node 305A

with a particular beverage forming ingredient 114A is that the control node 305A may be

configured to operate in conjunction with the pumping technology 325A utilized in

conjunction with the particular beverage forming ingredient 114A. In this regard, if

different pumping technology is utilized in conjunction with different beverage forming

ingredients, then respective control nodes associated with the different beverage forming

ingredients may utilize and/or incorporate different components and/or control logic as

required by the pumping technologies that are utilized. Additionally, if the pumping

technology associated with a particular beverage forming ingredient is updated, altered,

or replaced, then the associated control node may be updated, altered, or replaced to

account for the change in the pumping technology. By updating, altering, or replacing a

control node, it may not be necessary to update or replace a central controller associated

with a beverage forming dispenser, such as controller 105. In other words, the central



controller 105 may function independently of the pumping technology that is utilized in

association with the various beverage forming ingredients 114.

[0079] In one embodiment, suitable measurement technology, such as 330A, may be

utilized to monitor a volume or amount of beverage forming ingredient, such as 114A

shown in FIG. 1, that is dispensed for a beverage. A wide variety of different

measurement technologies may be utilized as desired in various embodiments of the

invention to measure the pumping of a beverage forming ingredient 114A. As one

example of measurement technology, one or more counters may be utilized to determine

the number of times that a pump, such as a solenoid pump, has been actuated. In this

regard, if the volume or amount of beverage forming ingredient that is pumped with each

actuation of the solenoid pump is known or closely estimated, then the total volume or

amount of beverage forming ingredient that is pumped may be determined or calculated

by suitable components of the measurement technology, by an associated control node,

such as node 305A, and/or by an associated controller, such as controller 105. For

example, approximately 0.01 microliters of beverage forming ingredient may be pumped

with each actuation of a solenoid pump. As the solenoid pump is actuated a plurality of

times during the dispense of a beverage, a counter may be utilized to track the number of

actuations and a determination of the total amount of a beverage forming ingredient that

is pumped for a beverage may be made. As an extension to this example one or more

counters may track the number of actuations of a plurality of solenoid pumps associated

with a beverage forming ingredient package 114. In one embodiment, four (4) solenoid

pumps may be associated with a beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114A,

and the four solenoid pumps may be utilized to pump beverage forming ingredient from

the package 114A. One or more counters may then be utilized to track the number of

actuations for the plurality of solenoid pumps.

[0080] As another example of measurement technology, one or more suitable flow

meters may be utilized in association with measuring an amount or volume of beverage

forming ingredient that is pumped from a beverage forming ingredient package such as

114A. A wide variety of flow meters may be utilized in association with embodiments

of the invention, for example, suitable pressure-velocity liquid flow meters, suitable

paddle wheel style flow meters, and/or suitable gear meters. A paddle wheel style flow

meter may utilize an emitter/detector light emitting diode (LED) pair in association with

a paddle wheel that cuts through a beam generated by the LED pair as the paddle wheel



rotates, thereby allowing an accurate measurement of flow rate. A gear meter may

utilize a set of gears that rotate as fluid flows through the gears. A magnet may be

attached to a shaft that is connected to one of the gears. As the shaft rotates, one or more

encodes may be utilized to detect the rotation and determine a flow rate. In one

embodiment one or more flow meters may be utilized in association with continuous

ingredients supplies, such as the carbonated water supply 1140 and/or the water supply

114Q shown in FIG. 1. In operation, during the dispense, of a beverage, one or more

flow meters may be utilized to measure the flow of a beverage forming ingredient, such

as the carbonated water supply 1140, as it is pumped or otherwise provided to a nozzle

of a beverage forming dispenser for dispense, such as nozzle 140. The measured flow

rate may then be processed by suitable components of the measurement technology, by

an associated control node, such as node 305A, and/or by an associated controller, such

as controller 105 in order to determine or calculate an amount or volume of carbonated

water that is provided to the nozzle 140 for dispense.

[0081] In certain embodiments, more than one type of suitable measurement

technology may be utilized in association with a beverage forming dispenser, such as

dispenser 100 shown in FIG. 1. For example, a first type of measurement technology

may be utilized in association with measurements of an amount or volume of beverage

forming ingredients that are supplied from beverage forming ingredient packages, such

as 114A, while a second type of measurement technology may be utilized in association

with measurements of an amount or volume forming ingredients that are supplied from a

continuous supply, such as 114O. Additionally, in certain embodiments, more than one

type of suitable measurement technology may be utilized in association with a single

beverage forming ingredient. The measurements obtained from the various measurement

technologies that are utilized may be compared with one another and/or averaged

together in order to obtain greater accuracy.

[0082] A control node, such as control node 305A, may be associated with the

measurement technology such as 330A, that is utilized to measure the amount or volume

of a particular beverage forming ingredient, such as 114A, that is pumped. Additionally.

the measurement technology 33OA may be remote to and/or incorporated into the

associated control node 305A. One advantage of associating a control node 305A with a

particular beverage forming ingredient 114A is that the control node 305A may be

configured to operate in conjunction with the measurement technology 33OA utilized in



conjunction with the particular beverage forming ingredient 114A. In this regard if

different measurement technology is utilized in conjunction with different beverage

forming ingredients, then respective control nodes associated with the different beverage

forming ingredients may utilize and/or incorporate different components and/or control

logic as required by the measurement technologies that are utilized. Additionally, if the

measurement technology associated with a particular beverage forming ingredient is

updated altered, or replaced, then the associated control node may be updated, altered,

or replaced to account for the change in the measurement technology. By updating,

altering, or replacing a control node, it may not be necessary to update or replace a

central controller associated with a beverage forming dispenser, such as controller 105.

In other words, the central controller 105 may function independently of the

measurement technology that is utilized in association with the various beverage forming

ingredients 114.

[0083] In one embodiment, a control node, such as node 305A may include a node

controller, such as node controller 3 1OA, an interface, such as interface 3 15A, and/or one

or more output devices, such as device(s) 320A. The node controller 310A may control

the operations of the control node 305A. The node controller 310A may be any suitable

controller, computing device, or plurality of devices, for example a microcontroller,

minicomputer, etc. The node controller 310A may include similar components and

functionality to that described above with reference to FIG. 1 for the controller 105. For

example, the node controller 310A may include a memory and a processor. The

processor may execute stored programmed logic (e.g., software) in accordance with

embodiments of the invention in order to control the operation of the control node 305A,

the associated pumping technology 325A, and/or the associated measurement technology

330A.

[0084] In one embodiment, the node controller 310A may store data associated with

a beverage forming ingredient that is monitored and controlled by the control node

3O5A. The stored information or a portion of the stored information may be obtained

from a variety of sources. For example, the stored information may be obtained from the

controller 105 once the control node 305A has been associated with a beverage forming

ingredient packet, such as 114A. Additionally or alternatively, at least a portion of the

stored information may be obtained from the beverage forming ingredient packet 114A

via an associated machine readable code reader, such as 170A shown in FIG. 1. A wide



variety of information associated with the beverage forming ingredient may be stored by

the control node 305A as desired in embodiments of the invention. In one embodiment

the control node 305A may store information associated with the fluid characteristics of

the beverage forming ingredient and/or with the associated pumping technology 325A,

For example, the control node 305A may store information in a calibration matrix that

outlines parameters for pumping various fluids or fluid types, such as, viscosities. The

stored information may be utilized to control the pumping of a beverage forming

ingredient. For example, the stored information may establish and/or be utilized to

determine one or more settings or parameters associated with the pumping technology

325A utilized to pump a beverage forming ingredient. A wide variety of settings or

parameters associated with the pumping technology may be established or determined

utilizing the stored information, for example, a voltage utilized for a pumping operation

and/or an amount or volume of beverage forming ingredient that will be pumped by the

pumping technology 325A during a pumping operation.

[0085] As another example of information that may be stored by a control node

3O5A, a control node 305A may store an ingredient table associated with one or more

beverage forming ingredients. The ingredient table may include a wide variety of

information including, but not limited to, viscosity information and/or shelf life

information associated with one or more beverage forming ingredients. The control node

305A that it is monitoring and/or control the pumping of a beverage forming ingredient

may access at least a portion of this information in order to determine that a beverage

forming ingredient is still capable of being pumped and/or whether the beverage forming

ingredient is being pumped properly.

[0086] The node controller 310A may receive input or data from other components

of the control node 305A, from associated pumping technology 325A, from associated

measurement technology 330A, and/or from other components of a beverage forming

dispenser, such as controller 105, as desired in embodiments of the invention. The node

controller 320A may also output data or control the output of data to other components

of the control node 305A, to associated pumping technology 325A, to associated

measurement technology 33OA, to one or more other components of a beverage forming

dispenser, such as controller 105, and/or to one or more suitable output devices 320A, as

desired in embodiments of the invention. The one or more suitable output devices 320A

may include, for example, LED indicators, displays, etc.



[0087] The interface 315A may facilitate communication between the node

controller 310A and the controller 105. The interface 315A may be integrated into the

node controller 310A or, alternatively, situated remotely to the node controller 310A.

Additionally, the interface 3 15A may be utilized to facilitate communication between the

node controller 310A and the associated pumping technology 325A, the associated

measurement technology 330A, and/or the one or more output devices 320A.

[0088] Jn one embodiment, a control node, such as node 305A may be in

communication with a controller of a beverage forming dispenser such as controller 105

The controller 105 may be a central controller within a distributed architecture. In one

embodiment, a control node, such as 305A. may be in communication with a controller,

such as 105, via suitable network communication. Such network communications may

include CAN, OPEN CAN, RS232, ETHERNET, RS485, wired, wireless, and/or other

types and kinds of network communications as may be required and or desired in a

particular embodiment.

[0089] In one embodiment, once a beverage is selected for dispense, the controller

105 may access a recipe to form the selected beverage from an associated database, such

as database 130. The recipe may indicate the beverage forming ingredients that are

needed to dispense the selected beverage and the ratio of the needed ingredients. The

controller 105 may communicate information associated with a dispense of a needed

beverage forming ingredient to a control node, such as 305A, associated with the

beverage forming ingredient. The communicated information 105 may include

information associated with the desired ratio, a desired flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient, a desired volume of the beverage forming ingredient, a desired cup size for

the selected beverage, and/or other information as may be desired in an embodiment of

the invention. The controller 105 may also communicate an order or command to the

control node 305A to commence the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient

utilizing the desired flow rate, ratio and/or volume. The commence order may be

communicated concurrently with or subsequent to the communication of the information

associated with the desired flow rate ratio and/or volume. Jn response to the commence

order, the control node 305A may cause the beverage forming ingredient to be dispensed

in accordance with the desired flow rate, ratio and/or volume. The control node 305A, in

association with the pumping technology 325A and the measurement technology 330A

may monitor and precisely control the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient. In



this regard, each beverage forming ingredient for a selected beverage may be precisely

monitored and controlled by associated control nodes, such as 305A-N. For purposes of

disclosure, a control node may be referred to as control node 305.

[0090] Although the pumping technology 325A-325N and measurement technology

330A-330N associated with the various beverage forming ingredients is described with

reference to FlG 3 above as being associated with respective control nodes 3O5A-3O5N,

certain embodiments of the invention may associate a single control node with the

pumping technology and/or the measurement technology for a plurality of beverage

forming ingredients. Additionally, certain embodiments of the invention may utilize a

central controller, such as controller 105, to control the pumping technology and/or the

measurement technology for one or more beverage forming ingredients. For example in

one embodiment of the invention, controller 105 may be directly associated with

pumping technology 325A-325N and measurement technology 330A-330N.

[0091] According to certain embodiments of the invention, a beverage forming

dispenser, such as dispenser 100, may independently monitor the pumping or dispense of

each of the beverage forming ingredients. Various parameters associated with the

pumping or dispense of each of the beverage forming ingredients may be monitored

including, but not limited to, the respective flow rates of the beverage forming

ingredients and/or the respective volumes or amounts of the beverage forming

ingredients that are dispensed. Additionally, the pumping or dispense of one or more of

the beverage forming ingredients may be adjusted, limited, and/or ceased based at least

in part on the independent monitoring of the beverage forming ingredients. In some

embodiments of the invention, the independent monitoring of each of the beverage

forming ingredients may be conducted or carried out by a central controller, such as

controller 105, in association with measurements received from suitable sensors and/or

measurement technology, such as sensors 127 and/or measurement technology 330A-

330N, that are respectively associated with the beverage forming ingredients. In other

embodiments of the invention the independent monitoring of each of the beverage

forming ingredients may be conducted or carried out be one or more control nodes, such

as node 305 A, that are associated with a central controller, such as controller 105, and

suitable measurement technology, such as measurement technology 330A-330N. In one

embodiment of the invention, respective control nodes, such as 3O5A-3O5N, may be

associated with each of the beverage forming ingredients, and each of the control nodes



may monitor the pumping and dispense of the beverage forming ingredient that it is

associated with.

[0092] F(G. 4 illustrates one example of a method for receiving customer input for a

selected beverage and directed the dispense of the selected beverage in accordance with

an embodiment of the invention. In one embodiment, receiving customer input for a

selected beverage and directing the dispense of the selected beverage includes receives a

customer selection of a beverage for dispense, receiving a customer selection of a cup

size, accessing a database of recipes to identify the ingredients of the selected beverage,

and directing the dispense of each of the ingredients to form the selected beverage. In

one embodiment, the method of FIG. 4 may be carried out or performed by a controlier

of a beverage forming dispenser, such as controller 105.

[0093] In block 405, a customer selection of a beverage for dispense may be

received. The customer selection of the beverage for dispense may identify one of a

plurality of selectable beverages that may be dispensed by a beverage forming dispenser,

such as dispenser 100. The customer selection of a beverage for dispense may be

received via one or more suitable input devices, such as input devices 165 shown in

FΪG. 1. Processing then moves to block 410.

[0094] In block 410. a customer selection of a cup size may optionally be received.

For example, a customer selection of a cup size may be received if a portion controi

dispense is conducted. The customer selection of a cup size for dispense may identify

one of one or more cup sizes that may be associated with the beverage forming dispenser

100. For example, the customer may select one of a small, medium, large, or extra-large

cup size. The customer selection of a cup size may be received via one or more suitable

input devices, such as input devices 165 shown in FIG. 1. The customer selection of a

cup size may be received in association with a customer input that is separate from the

customer input received for a selection of a beverage for dispense or, alternatively, the

customer selection of a cup size may be received in association with a customer input

that is combined with a customer input for a selection of a beverage for dispense. For

example, a customer may select separate buttons or options for a cup size and for a

beverage selection, such as an option for a small cup size and an option for a COCA-

COLA 1M beverage. As another example, a customer may select a single button or option

for both a cup size and a beverage selection, such as an option for a small COCA-

COLA™ beverage.



[0095] A wide variety of different cup sizes may be utilized in association with the

beverage forming dispenser 100. In one embodiment of the invention, the respective

amounts or volumes of liquid and/or other ingredients that may be held by the variety of

different cup sizes may be stored in a suitable memory associated with the beverage

forming dispenser 100, such as memory 180 and/or database 130. The variety of

different cup sizes and their respective amounts or volumes may be stored in the suitable

memory during a configuration or calibration of the beverage forming dispenser 100 by a

customer or technician. Alternatively, the variety of different cup sizes and their

respective amounts or volumes may be pre-stored in the suitable memory as default

settings.

[0096] Following the receipt of customer selections, processing then moves to block

415.

[0097] In block 415, a database, such as database 130, may be accessed to identify

the ingredients of the selected beverage. The accessed recipe may indicate the beverage

forming ingredients that are combined to form the selected beverage. Additionally, the

accessed recipe may indicate a ratio of the various beverage forming ingredients for the

selected beverage. For example, the ratio of the various beverage forming ingredients

may be specify and/or be utilized to determine rates at which each of the beverage

forming ingredients should be pumped or dispensed in order to form the selected

beverage. The rates at which each of the beverage forming ingredients should be

pumped or dispensed in order to form the selected beverage may also be referred to as

flow rates. Following the accessing of the database 130, processing may move to block

420.

[0098] In block 420, the dispense of each of the beverage forming ingredients

specified in the recipe may be directed in order to form the selected beverage. In certain

embodiments of the invention, a central controller, such as 105, may direct one or more

control nodes, such as 305, associated with the beverage forming ingredients to dispense

the beverage forming ingredients in order to form the selected beverage. The one or

more control nodes may then control the pumping of the beverage forming ingredients.

In other embodiments of the invention, a central controller, such as 105. may directly

control the pumping of the beverage forming ingredients. Following the directions of the

dispense of each of the beverage forming ingredients, processing may move to block

425.



[0099] In block 425, the pumping and/or dispense of one or more of the beverage

forming ingredients may be monitored. The monitoring of the beverage forming

ingredients may be conducted by a central controller, such as controller 105, and/or by

one or more control nodes, such as node 305. Additionally, suitable measurement

technology, such as measurement technology 330A-330N, may be utilized in association

with the controller 105 and/or the one or more control nodes in order to monitor the

beverage forming ingredients.

[00100] Based at least in part on the monitoring of the pumping and/or dispense of

one or more of the beverage forming ingredients, one or more determinations may be

made as to whether the monitored beverage forming ingredients are dispensing properly

and/or dispensing at a desired rate. If it is determined that a monitored beverage forming

ingredient is not dispensing properly and/or is not being dispensed at a desired rate, the

pumping of the monitored beverage forming ingredient may be adjusted as desired in an

embodiment.

[00101] The example of a method for receiving customer input for a selected beverage

and directed the dispense of the selected beverage may end following block 425.

[00102] According to certain embodiments of the invention, a beverage forming

dispenser, such as dispenser 100, may be configured to dispense portion controlled

amounts or volumes of selected beverages. The portion control dispenses may be

configured according to input and/or preferences of a customer, consumer, or user of the

beverage forming dispenser 100. The portion control dispenses may be quickly and

easily programmed and configured for the beverage forming dispenser 100. In one

embodiment, portion control dispenses may be calibrated or initialized for multiple

beverage selections concurrently with one another. In other words, a simplified

procedure, method, or process may be utilized to calibrate or configure portion control

dispenses for multiple beverage selections. Additionally, portion control dispenses may

be calibrated or initialized for multiple cup sizes or pour sizes for one or more of the

beverage selections. In this regard, a portion control dispense may be performed by the

beverage forming dispenser 100 in response to customer input that includes a beverage

selection and a cup size selection.

[00103] FlG. 5 illustrates one example of a method for directing a control node

associated with a beverage forming ingredient to dispense the associated beverage

forming ingredient in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The method



may include determining a dispense ratio for a beverage ingredient of a selected

beverage, determining a flow rate for dispense of the selected beverage, communicating

the determined flow rate and/or the determined ratio to a control node, communicating

an instruction to commence dispense to the control node, and communicating an

instruction to cease dispense to the control node.

[00104] In block 505, a dispense ratio for a beverage ingredient of a selected beverage

may be determined. The dispense ratio for the beverage ingredient may be determined

based at least in part on a recipe for the selected beverage, such as a recipe that is

accessed from a suitable database of a beverage forming dispenser 100, such as database

130. The dispense ratio may define an amount of the beverage ingredient that needs to

be dispensed relative to the dispense of amounts of one or more other ingredients of the

selected beverage. For example, a selected beverage may be formed of approximately

ten parts carbonated water and approximately one part flavor syrup. Thus, the dispense

ratio for the selected beverage may be expressed as a 10:1 ratio. In this example, for any

amount of syrup that is dispensed, approximately ten times that amount of carbonated

water should be dispensed. Alternatively, for any amount of beverage that is dispensed,

approximately one eleventh (1/1 1) of that amount of beverage should be syrup and

approximately ten elevenths (10/1 1) of that amount of beverage should be carbonated

water.

[00105] In block 505, the dispense ratio for a beverage ingredient of a selected

beverage may be determined. Using the example above for the syrup, the ratio of syrup

to carbonated water based at least in part on the recipe for the selected beverage may be

expressed as 1:10. Accordingly, the dispense ratio for the syrup may be expressed as

approximately 1:1 1. In other words, for an amount of beverage that is dispensed,

approximately one eleventh (1/1 1) of that amount of beverage should be syrup. Once a

dispense ratio has been determined for a beverage ingredient, processing may move to

block 510.

[00106] In block 510, a flow rate for the dispense of the selected beverage may be

determined or identified. The flow rate for the dispense of the selected beverage may be

based at least in part on characteristics associated with the selected beverage, for

example, foaming characteristics of the selected beverage. It may be desirable to

dispense a beverage with higher foaming characteristics at a lower flow rate or dispense

rate than a beverage with lower relative foaming characteristics. For example, it may be



desirable to dispense a carbonated beverage at a lower flow rate than a non-carbonated

beverage. Any characteristics associated with the selected beverage that are utilized in a

determination of the flow rate for dispense may be stored in a suitable memory

associated with a beverage forming dispenser 100, such as memory 180 or database 130.

As an alternative to determining a flow rate for the selected beverage, a flow rate may be

defined and pre-stored for the selected beverage in a suitable memory. For example, a

default flow rate for the selected beverage may be stored in association with the recipe

for the selected beverage.

[00107] The flow rate for the dispense of the selected beverage may be independent of

a cup size that may be selected for dispense or, alternatively, the flow rate for dispense of

the selected beverage may be determined and/or adjusted based at least in part on the cup

size. In certain embodiments of the invention, it may be desirable to dispense a selected

beverage at a higher flow rate if the selected beverage is being dispensed into a larger

cup. Additionally, the flow rate of any beverage may be adjusted during the dispense of

the selected beverage as the cup begins to fill up in order to minimize splash and/or

splatter associated with the dispense.

[00108] Following the determination of a flow rate for dispense of the selected

beverage, processing may move to block 515.

[00109] In block 515, one or more dispense parameters associated with the dispense

of an ingredient of the selected beverage may be communicated to a control node

associated with the dispense of the beverage ingredient, such as node 305. At least a

portion of the dispense parameters may be utilized by the control node 305 to configure

and/or carry out the dispense of the beverage ingredient. A wide variety of dispense

parameters may be communicated to the control node 305 as desired in embodiments of

the invention including, but not limited to, a recipe of a selected beverage, a ratio of the

ingredients of the selected beverage, a dispense ratio for the selected beverage, a flow

rate for the selected beverage, a flow rate for the beverage ingredient, and/or a cup size

for the dispense. In one embodiment, the determined flow rate and/or the determined

dispense ratio may be communicated to the control node 305. In certain embodiments of

the invention, the control node 305 may be operable to determine or access information

associated with the selected beverage, such as, the recipe for the beverage and/or a flow

rate for the beverage, and the control node 305 may be operable to determine dispense

parameters for the beverage ingredient.



[00110] Following the communication of the one or more dispense parameters

associated with the dispense of a beverage ingredient to a control node, processing may

move to block 520.

[00111] In block 520, an instruction to commence the dispense of the selected

beverage may be communicated to the one or more control nodes associated with the

dispense of the various ingredients of the selected beverage. Alternatively, respective

instructions to commence lhe dispense of each of the beverage ingredients may be

respectively communicated to the one or more control nodes associated with the

pumping and/or dispense of the beverage ingredients. The one or more control nodes

may be operable to initiate the pumping of the various ingredients of the selected

beverage in response to the instruction(s) to commence the dispense. Operations may

then move to block 525.

[00112] In block 525, an instruction to cease the dispense of the selected beverage

may be communicated to the one or more control nodes associated with the dispense of

the various ingredients of the selected beverage. Alternatively, respective instructions to

cease the dispense of each of the beverage ingredients may be respectively

communicated to the one or more control nodes associated with the pumping and/or

dispense of the beverage ingredients. The one or more control nodes may be operable to

cease the pumping of the various ingredients of the selected beverage in response to the

instruction(s) to commence the dispense.

[00113] Prior to the communication of the instruction(s) to cease dispense an amount

or volume of the selected beverage may be dispensed. The amount or volume of the

selected beverage that is dispensed may be monitored and the communication of the

instruction(s) to cease dispense may be based at least in part on the monitoring of the

amount or volume. Alternatively, the time of dispense for the selected beverage may be

monitored and the communication of the instruction(s) to cease the dispense may be

based at least in part on the monitoring of the time of dispense. Alternatively, the

communication of the ιnstruction(s) to cease dispense may be based at least in part on

customer input received via one or more suitable input devices, such as input devices 165

shown in FIG. 1. As an example, a beverage may be dispensed while a customer

actuates, depresses or otherwise selects a dispense input, and the dispense may be

ceased once the customer ceases to actuate, depress, or otherwise select the dispense

input. As another example, a dispense may be commenced based at least in part on the



actuation or selection of a dispense input, and the dispense may be ceased based at least

in part on the actuation or selection of a cease dispense input.

[00114] The example of a method for directing a control node associated with a

beverage forming ingredient to dispense the associated beverage forming ingredient may

end following block 525.

[00115] Although the method of FIG. 5 is described as a method for directing a

control node to dispense a beverage forming ingredient, in certain embodiments of the

invention, a central controller, such as controller 105, may directly control the dispense

of a beverage forming ingredient.

[00116] FlG. 6 illustrates one example of a method for controlling the dispense of a

beverage forming ingredient by an associated control node in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention. The method for controlling the dispense of a beverage

forming ingredient by an associated control node may include receiving one or more

dispense parameters for a dispense of the beverage forming ingredient, configuring the

dispense of the beverage forming ingredient, receiving a command to commence the

dispense of the beverage forming ingredient, commencing the pumping of the beverage

forming ingredient, and monitoring and adjusting the dispense of the beverage forming

ingredient until a command to cease the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient is

received.

[00117] In block 605, a control node associated with a beverage forming ingredient,

such as node 305, may receive one or more dispense parameters associated with the

dispense of a beverage forming ingredient. The beverage forming ingredient may be an

ingredient of a selected beverage. The one or more dispense parameters may be received

via a suitable network. A wide variety of dispense parameters may be received by the

control node 305 as desired in embodiments of the invention including, but not limited

to, a recipe of a selected beverage, a ratio of the ingredients of the selected beverage, a

dispense ratio for the selected beverage a flow rate for the selected beverage, a flow rate

for the beverage ingredient, a cup size for the dispense, a type of ice for the dispense,

and/or an amount, volume, or ratio of ice for the dispense. In one embodiment the

determined flow rate and/or the determined dispense ratio may be received by the control

node 305. in certain embodiments of the invention, the control node 305 may be

operable to determine or access information associated with the selected beverage, such

as, the recipe for the beverage and/or a flow rate for the beverage, and the control node



305 may be operable to determine dispense parameters for the beverage ingredient.

Once the one or more dispense parameters are received, operations may move to block

610.

[00118] In block 610, the control node 305 may configure the dispense of the

beverage forming ingredient for the selected beverage. The control node 305 may

configure the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient based at least in part on at

least one of the one or more received dispense parameters. Additionally, the control

node 305 may configure the dispense based at least in part on characteristics associated

with the beverage forming ingredient that are stored in a suitable memory associated

with the control node 305, such as a memory associated with a node controller of the

control node 305. In certain embodiments, at least a portion of the characteristics

associated with the beverage forming ingredient may be stored in a memory that is

located remote to the control node 305 and communicated to the control node via a

network. Many different characteristics associated with the beverage forming ingredient

may be utilized as desired in accordance with embodiment of the invention including,

but not limited to, one or more parameters associated with a pumping performance of the

beverage forming ingredient, one or more parameters associated with fluid

characteristics of the beverage forming ingredient, and/or one or more parameters

associated with a flow rate or a flow rate range for the beverage forming ingredient

and/or the pumping technology. An example of a parameter associated with a pumping

performance is a viscosity of the beverage forming ingredient. Another example of

parameters associated with pumping performance are parameters associated with the

functionality, characteristics, and/or the capabilities of the pumping technology

associated with the beverage forming ingredient. Examples of parameters associated

with a flow rate or a flow rate range may include a target flow rate for the beverage

forming ingredient and/or the pumping technology and one or more threshold values for

the flow rate. For example, an acceptable flow rate range may be established for the

beverage forming ingredient and/or the pumping technology. The characteristics stored

by the control node 305 may be pre-stored, may be received from another component of

the beverage forming dispenser 105, such as, a central controller or a RFID reader/writer

and/or may be received from an external component.

[00119] Additionally, the control node 305 may configure the dispense of the

beverage forming ingredient based at least in part on the pumping technology associated



with the beverage forming ingredient. The type of pumping technology and/or the

quantity of pumps associated with the pumping technology may be taken into account.

For example, if multiple pumps are associated with a beverage forming ingredient, the

dispense may be configured differently than if only a single pump were utilized. If, for

examp e four pumps are associated with a beverage forming ingredient, then each of the

four pumps may be configured to pump approximately one-fourth of the amount or

volume of a beverage forming ingredient that a single pump may be configured to pump

if only a single pump is associated with the beverage forming ingredient.

[00120] In one embodiment of the invention, configuring the dispense of the beverage

forming ingredient may include determining and configuring an expected flow rate for

the beverage forming ingredient. The expected flow rate for the beverage forming

ingredient may be determined based at least in part on the one or more received dispense

parameters or, alternatively, the expected flow rate for the beverage forming ingredient

may be received in conjunction with the one or more dispense parameters. The expected

flow rate for the beverage forming ingredient may be determined based at least in part on

the flow rate for the selected beverage and the dispense ratio for the beverage forming

ingredient. For example, if the flow rate for the selected beverage is approximately three

(3) ounces per second and the dispense ratio for the beverage forming ingredient is

approximately one-eleventh (1/1 1), then the expected flow rate for the beverage forming

ingredient may be determined to be approximately 3 times (1/1 1) ounces per second, or

approximately 0.27 ounces per second.

[00121] The expected flow rate for the beverage forming ingredient may be utilized in

a configuration of the pumping technology associated with the beverage forming

ingredient. For example, if four pumps are associated with a beverage forming

ingredient, then each of the four pumps may be configured to pump approximately

0.0675 ounces per second (or approximately 0.27 ounces per second divided by four).

£00122] Following the configuration of the dispense of the beverage forming

ingredient, operations may move to block 615.

100123] In block 615, the control node 305 may receive a command to commence a

dispense of the beverage forming ingredient. Following the receipt of the command to

commence a dispense of the beverage forming ingredient, operations may move to block

620.



[00124] In block 620, the control node 305 may commence pumping of the beverage

forming ingredient by directing pumping technology associated with the beverage

forming ingredient, such as pumping technology 325A, to commence pumping the

beverage forming ingredient. The pumping of the beverage forming ingredient may be

configured based at least in part on the dispense configuration of the beverage forming

ingredient. Once the pumping of the beverage forming ingredient is commenced,

operations may move to block 625.

[00125] In block 625 the control node 305 may monitor the pumping of the beverage

forming ingredient. Suitable measurement technology, such as measurement technology

33OA, may be utilized in association with the control node 305 in order to monitor the

beverage forming ingredients.

[00126] Based at least in part on the monitoring of the pumping beverage forming

ingredient, one or more determinations may be made as to whether the beverage forming

ingredient is being dispensed properly and/or whether the beverage forming ingredient is

being dispensed at a desired rate. If it is determined that the beverage forming ingredient

is not dispensing properly and/or is not being dispensed at a desired rate, the pumping of

the beverage forming ingredient may be adjusted as desired in an embodiment.

[00127] The monitoring and optional adjusting of the dispense of the beverage

forming ingredient may be continued until a command is received to cease the dispense

of the beverage forming ingredient. Following the monitoring of a beverage forming

ingredient in block 625, processing may move to block 630.

[00128] In block 630, a determination may be made as to whether a command to cease

the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient has been received. If a command to cease

the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient has not been received, then operations

may move to block 625 and the monitoring of the beverage forming ingredient may

continue. If however, a command to cease the dispense of a beverage forming

ingredient has been received then operations may end.

[00129] Various embodiments of the invention may control the dispense of a beverage

forming ingredient in many different ways as may be desired in certain embodiments.

For example, as an alternative to dispensing a beverage forming ingredient until a cease

dispense command is received, a cup size selection may be utilized to determine an

amount or volume of a beverage forming ingredient to include in a selected beverage.

The determined amount or volume of the beverage forming ingredient may then be



precisely dispensed. The use of a flow rate in an embodiment of the invention may

provide for the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient that is independent of a cup

size selection and may be desirable in certain situations, for example, when the dispense

of a selected beverage is controlled manually by a customer.

[00130] The example of a method for controlling the dispense of a beverage forming

ingredient by an associated control node may end once a command to cease the dispense

of a beverage forming ingredient is received.

[00131] FlG. 7 illustrates one example of a method for monitoring the dispense of a

beverage forming ingredient in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The

monitoring may be performed by a control node associated with the beverage forming

ingredient, such as node 305, and/or by a central controller, such as controller 105.

Operations may commence in block 705.

[00132] In block 705, one or more flow characteristic of a beverage forming

ingredient that is being pumped may be measured and/or determined. For example, a

flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient that is being pumped may be measured

and/or determined utilizing suitable measurement technology, such as measurement

technology 330A. and associated control logic. As another example, an amount or

volume of a beverage forming ingredient that is being pumped may be measured and/or

determined utilizing suitable measurement technology, such as measurement technology

330A, and associated control logic.

[00133] According to one embodiment of the invention, one or more flow

characteristics of a beverage forming ingredient that is being pumped may be measured

and/or determined for a predetermined time interval or a predetermined period of time.

Many different predetermined time intervals may be utilized in accordance with

embodiments of the invention, such as, a predetermined time interval of approximate ϊy

50 milliseconds (ras). For example, the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient

and/or the amount or volume of beverage forming ingredient that is pumped may be

determined for the predetermined period of time. Once the one or more flow

characteristics of a beverage forming ingredient are measured and/or determined, then

processing may move to block 710.

[00134] In block 710, one or more of the measured and/or determined flow

characteristics may be compared to one or more respective expected flow characteristics.

For example a measured or determined flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient



may be compared to an expected flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient. As

another example, a measured or determined volume or amount of pumped beverage

forming ingredient may be compared to an expected volume or amount of pumped

beverage forming ingredient

[00135] According to an embodiment of the invention, one or more of the measured

and/or determined flow characteristics for a predetermined time interval may be

compared to respective expected flow characteristics for the predetermined time interval.

For example, a measured or determined flow rate for the preceding 50 ms may be

compared to an expected flow rate for the preceding 50 ms for the beverage forming

ingredient. As another example, a measured or determined volume or amount of pumped

beverage forming ingredient for the preceding 50 ms may be compared to an expected

volume or amount of pumped beverage forming ingredient for the preceding 50 ms. In

certain embodiments of the invention, each of the expected flow characteristics may be

constant throughout the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient for the selected

beverage; however, it will be understood that at least a portion of the expected flow

characteristics may be dynamically changed or updated during the dispense of the

beverage forming ingredient based at least in part on the measured and/or determined

flow characteristics. Once one or more of the measured and/or determined flow

characteristics are compared to respective expected flow characteristics, operations may

move to block 715.

[00136] In block 715, a determination may be made as to whether there is a difference

between one or more of the measured and/or determined flow characteristics and

respective expected flow characteristics. In certain embodiments a tolerance and/or

error factor may be incorporated into the determination of whether there is a difference

as desired in embodiments of the invention.

[00137] As an example of determining whether there is a difference between a

measured flow characteristic and an expected flow characteristic, a measured flow rate of

a beverage forming ingredient for a predetermined time interval may be compared to an

expected flow rate or target flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient for the

predetermined time interval. For this example, it will be assumed that the measured flow

rate of the beverage forming ingredient for the preceding 50 ms is approximately 0.8

ounces per second and the expected flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient for the

preceding 50 ms is approximately one (1) ounce per second. Also, for this example, a



tolerance of plus or minus ten percent may be included in the determination of whether

there is a difference. In this example, it may be determined that there is a difference

between the measured flow rate and the expected flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient. If the parameters set forth above are utilized, except the measured flow rate

is approximately 0.95 ounces per second for the preceding 50 ms, then it may be

determined that there is no difference between the measured flow rate and the expected

flow rate.

[00138] As another example of determining whether there is a difference between a

measured flow characteristic and an expected flow characteristic, a measured amount or

volume of a beverage forming ingredient that is pumped in a predetermined time interval

may be compared to an expected amount or volume or target amount or volume to be

pumped in the predetermined time interval. For this example, it will be assumed that the

measured volume of the beverage forming ingredient for the preceding 50 ms is

approximately 40 microliters (mL) and the expected volume of the beverage forming

ingredient for the preceding 50 ms is approximately 50 mL (mL). Also, for this

example, a tolerance of plus or minus ten percent may be included in the determination

of whether there is a difference. In this example, it may be determined that there is a

difference between the measured volume and the expected volume of the beverage

forming ingredient. If the parameters set forth above are utilized, except the measured

volume is approximately 49 microliters (mL) for the preceding 50 ms, then it may be

determined that there is no difference between the measured volume and the expected

volume.

[00139] If it is determined that there is no difference between a measured or

determined flow characteristic and an expected flow characteristic during the

predetermined time interval, then operations may stop. One or more flow characteristics

may be measured and compared to respective expected flow characteristics in one or

more subsequent predetermined time intervals during the dispense of the beverage

forming ingredient. In this regard, the monitoring of the beverage forming ingredient

may continue during one or more subsequent predetermined time intervals and the

beverage forming ingredient may be monitored during the course of its pumping and

dispense.



[00140] If, however, it is determined that there is a difference between a measured or

determined flow characteristic and an expected flow characteristic during the

predetermined time interval, then processing may move to block 720.

[00141] In block 720, a determination may be made as to whether the flow rate of the

beverage forming ingredient may be adjusted to compensate for the determined

difference. In other words, a determination may be made as to whether the flow rate of

the beverage forming ingredient may be increased or decreased in order to compensate

for the determined difference. For example, if a measured flow rate for the beverage

forming ingredient for the predetermined time intervai is approximately 0.8 ounces per

second and the expected flow rate for the beverage forming ingredient is approximately

one (I) ounce per second, then a determination may be made as to whether the flow rate

of the beverage forming ingredient may be adjusted to compensate for the determined

difference. The adjustment of the flow rate may be limited by one or more threshold

values associated with the flow rate and/or the pumping of the beverage forming

ingredient. For example, a maximum flow rate or pumping rate may be associated with

the beverage forming ingredient. If the flow rate cannot be adjusted to satisfy the one or

more threshold values, then it may be determined that the flow rate cannot be adjusted to

compensate for the determined difference. For example, if the measured flow rate is

greater than the maximum flow rate and the flow rate cannot be adjusted to be less than

the maximum flow rate, such as in a situation in which a valve or pump has

malfunctioned, then it may be determined that the flow rate cannot be properly adjusted.

As another example, if the measured flow rate is less than the expected flow rate and the

flow rate would have to be adjusted to a value that is greater than the maximum flow rate

in order to compensate for the difference, then it may be determined that the flow rate

cannot be properly adjusted. Such a situation may occur, for example, when a beverage

forming ingredient package, such as 114, from which the beverage forming ingredient is

supplied is empty or essentially empty. Such a situation may also occur if at least a

portion of the pumping technology is not operating properly.

[00142] If it is determined that the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient may

be adjusted to compensate for the difference in the measured flow rate and the expected

flow rate, then processing may move to block 725. However, if it is determined that the

flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient may not be adjusted to compensate for the



difference in the measured flow rate and the expected flow rate, then processing may

move to block 730.

[00143] In block 725. the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient may be

adjusted in order to compensate for the difference between the measured flow rate and

the expected flow rate. In this regard, the flow rate may be increased or decreased in

order to compensate for the difference.

[00144] For example, if the measured flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient is

approximately 0.8 ounces per second and the expected flow rate is approximately one (1)

ounce per second, then the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient may be

increased to compensate for the deficient dispense of the beverage forming ingredient

during the predetermined time interval. The adjustment to the flow rate may result in the

flow rate being a flow rate that is different from the expected flow rate. Using the

current example, the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient may be increased to

approximately 1.2 ounces per second in order to compensate for the deficient dispense of

the beverage forming ingredient during the predetermined time interval. Accordingly,

during the next predetermined time interval, the flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient to be dispensed may be approximately equal to the expected flow rate plus the

flow rate to compensate for the past deficiency. In certain embodiments of the invention,

the expected flow rate may also be adjusted or updated as desired.

[00145] In one embodiment of the invention, the flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient may continually be adjusted in order to pump and dispense a precise amount

of the beverage forming ingredient for the selected beverage. Additionally, information

associated with one or more previous adjustments that have been made to the flow rate

may be stored in an appropriate memory, and the information associated with the

previous adjustments may be utilized in determining whether an adjustment should be

made to the flow rate. Using the example above, if the flow rate for one predetermined

time interval has been adjusted to approximately 1.2 ounces per second and the expected

flow rate for the predetermined time interval and the next predetermined time period is

approximately one (1) ounce per second, then it may be determined that the flow rate for

the one predetermined time interval is greater than the expected flow rate for the time

interval (1.2 1). Accordingly, the flow rate may be adjusted to compensate for the

difference. However, the information associated with the previous adjustment may be

utilized to determine that amount of the adjustment, if any, that will be made. In this



example, because the adjustment to a flow rate of approximately 1.2 ounces per second

was made to compensate for a previous flow rate of approximately 0.8 ounces per

second, it may be determined that the flow rate should only be adjusted to approximately

1.0 ounces per second for the next predetermined time interval. If no information

associated with previous adjustment is utilized then the flow rate may be adjusted to

approximately 0.8 ounces per second moving forward.

[00146] Although the adjustments to the flow rate in block 725 are described with

reference to measured flow rates, in certain embodiments the adjustments to the flow

rate may be determined based on a comparison of a measured volume of dispensed

beverage forming ingredient to an expected volume of dispensed beverage forming

ingredient.

[00147] One or more components that monitor the dispense and/or pumping of a

beverage forming ingredient, such as, a control node 305 and/or a central controller 105,

may be responsible for pumping and/or dispensing the beverage forming ingredient

within acceptable parameters for pumping and/or dispense. For example, the beverage

forming ingredient may be monitored in order to determine whether the beverage

forming ingredient is being pumped and/or dispensed within an acceptable range for

pumping or dispense. In the event thai a beverage forming ingredient cannot be pumped

or dispensed within an acceptable range, then the flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient and/or the flow rates of one or more other beverage forming ingredients for

the selected beverage may be adjusted as desired. For example, if a beverage forming

ingredient is unable to be pumped at a target or expected flow rate during a

predetermined time interval, then the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient and/or

the flow rates of the other beverage forming ingredients for the selected beverage may be

adjusted. As an example, if the beverage forming ingredient is being pumped at a flow

rate that is lower than an expected flow rate and the flow rate of the beverage forming

ingredient cannot be adjusted, then the flow rates of the other beverage forming

ingredients for the selected beverage may be decreased in order to accurately pump and

dispense the selected beverage. The optional adjustment of one or more other beverage

forming ingredients is illustrated in optional block 727.

[00148] According to one embodiment of the invention, the adjustment of the flow

rate of one or more beverage forming ingredients may be based at least in part on a total

accumulated dispense volume for a selected beverage that is being pumped and/or



dispensed. For example, after a predetermined period of time, such as 50ms, a total

accumulated dispense volume for a selected beverage may be determined. The total

accumulated dispense volume may be determined based at least in part on the total

amount or volume that is dispensed for the selected beverage for each of the ingredients

of the selected beverage. The total accumulated dispense volume may be utilized to

adjust the flow rates of one or more of the beverage forming ingredients for the selected

beverage. The determination of the total accumulated dispense volume may be made by

a central controller, such as controller 105, and communicated to the control nodes

associated with the beverage forming ingredients of the selected beverage, such as nodes

305A-N. The total accumulated dispense volume may then be utilized to adjust the flow

rate at which the beverage forming ingredient is pumped and/or dispensed. For example,

if a beverage forming ingredient is not being pumped at a desired flow rate, then the

determined total accumulated dispense volume may reflect the disparate flow rate. The

determined total accumulated dispense volume may then be utilized by an appropriate

control device, such as controller 105 or control nodes 305A-N, to adjust the flow rates

of one or more other beverage forming ingredients of the selected beverage. For

example, if during the dispense of a selected beverage, approximately 0.2 ounces of the

selected beverage should have been dispensed at a given point of time but only 0.15

ounces of the selected beverage has been dispensed at the given point of time because

one of the beverage forming ingredients is not being dispensed properly, then the flow

rates of the other beverage forming ingredients may be adjusted. For each of the other

beverage forming ingredients, a determination may be made that a greater amount of the

beverage forming ingredient has been pumped and/or dispensed than that specified in the

recipe for the selected beverage, and the pumping of the beverage forming ingredient

may be dynamically adjusted in accordance with the determination.

[00149] The total accumulated dispense volume may then be updated periodically

during the dispense of the selected beverage as desired. For example, the total

accumulated dispense volume may be updated every 50 ms.

[00150] According to another embodiment of the invention, the adjustment of the

flow rate of one or more beverage forming ingredients may be based at least in part on an

adjustment to the flow rate of the selected beverage. For example, if a beverage forming

ingredient cannot be pumped and/or dispensed at an expected flow rate, then the flow

rate of the selected beverage may be adjusted. The adjustment to the flow rate of the



selected beverage may take the actual flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient that

cannot be pumped and/or dispensed at an expected flow rate into account. For example,

if the expected flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient is approximately 0.5 ounces

per second but the beverage forming ingredient can only be pumped and/or dispensed at

a flow rate of approximately 0.3 ounces per second then the flow rate of the selected

beverage may be adjusted based at least in part on the actual flow rate of approximately

0.3 ounces per second for the beverage forming ingredient. The flow rate of the selected

beverage may be adjusted so that the other beverage forming ingredients are pumped

and/or dispensed in accordance with the recipe for the selected beverage. In the example

above, the flow rate of the selected beverage may be reduced to account for the actual

flow rate of approximately 0 3 ounces per second for the one beverage forming

ingredient, and the flow rates of the other beverage forming ingredients of the selected

beverage may be reduced in accordance with the recipe for the selected beverage.

[00151] In block 730, one or more control actions may be implemented if the flow

rate of the beverage forming ingredient may not be adjusted to compensate for the

determined difference between a measured or determined flow characteristic and an

expected flow characteristic. A wide variety of control actions may be taken as desired

in embodiments of the invention. Examples of control actions that may be taken include,

but are not limited to, ceasing the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient, limiting the

dispense of a beverage forming ingredient, dispensing a beverage at a reduced speed or

flow rate, outputting an appropriate error message, communicating an appropriate error

message over a network, and/or switching to a second beverage forming ingredient

package, such as 114, or beverage forming ingredient source to complete the dispense of

the beverage forming ingredient.

[00152] One possible control action is ceasing the dispense of the beverage forming

ingredient. If the beverage forming ingredient is not being dispensed properly, then a

low quality beverage may be dispensed by a beverage forming dispenser 100. For

example, a COCA-COLA 1M beverage may be dispensed that does not have an

appropriate amount of COCA-COLA i M syrup, leading to a beverage that is either too

strong or too weak. Such a dispense may lead to customer dissatisfaction. Additionally,

if continued dispense of the COCA-COLA IM beverage is allowed, then multiple

beverages may be dispensed that lead to customer dissatisfaction. By ceasing the

dispense of the beverage forming ingredient, then the dispense of an inadequate COCA-



COLA™ beverage may be limited or prevented, thereby limited and/or limiting

customer dissatisfaction. Additionally, by ceasing the dispense of the beverage forming

ingredient, a customer may be notified of the inadequate dispense of the selected

beverage and the inadequate dispense may be rectified. For example, one or more new

beverage forming ingredient package, such as 114, may be inserted into the ingredient

matrix, allowing the COCA-COLA I M beverage to be dispensed properly. As another

example, the beverage forming dispenser 100 or components of the beverage forming

dispenser 100 may be reset or default values may be restored by a customer or a

technician. A s another example, a service technician may be notified by the customer as

a result of the control action.

[00153] In one embodiment of the invention, one or more tolerance settings may be

utilized in conjunction with implementing a control action. In the example of a control

action in which the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient is ceased, one or more

tolerance settings may permit the dispense of the selected beverage to be completed prior

to limiting the dispense of a beverage forming ingredient. For example, if the dispense

of the selected beverage is approximately equal to or greater than a threshold completion

value, such as 90 percent, then the dispense of the selected beverage may be allowed to

be completed. Following the completion of the dispense, further dispenses of the

beverage forming ingredient may be limited, prevented, or ceased.

[00154] Another possible control action is limiting the dispense of the beverage

forming ingredient. For example, the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient may

be prevented from an ingredient matrix location or beverage forming ingredient package

associated with the control action.

[00155] Another possible control action is to dispense the beverage forming

ingredient by utilizing another source of the beverage forming ingredient if another

source is available. For example, the dispense of the beverage forming ingredient may¬

be implemented by utilizing a second beverage forming ingredient package containing

the beverage forming ingredient that is connected to or associated with an ingredient

matrix, such as 112.

[00156] Another possible control action is to dispense the beverage at a reduced speed

or flow rate. For example, if a beverage forming ingredient is not capable of being

dispensed at a desired flow rate, a determination may be made as to a flow rate at which

the beverage forming ingredient may be dispensed. The dispense of the beverage may



then be implemented at a reduced flow rate based at least in part on the determination.

Alternatively, a determination may be made as to whether the beverage forming

ingredient may be dispensed in accordance with a predetermined minimum flow rate. If

it is determined that the beverage forming ingredient may be dispensed in accordance

with the predetermined minimum flow rate, then the dispense of the beverage may be

implemented utilizing the predetermined minimum flow rate.

[00157] Another possible control action is to output and/or communicate an

appropriate error message associated with the determination that the flow rate of the

beverage forming ingredient cannot be adjusted. For example, an error message or error

indication may be output utilizing one or more appropriate output devices associated

with a controller, such as 105, or a control node, such as 305. Many different types of

error messages or indications may be utilized as desired in embodiments of the invention

such as, text messages that are output utilizing a suitable display and/or LED indicators.

[00158] One or more error messages may also be communicated in association with

the determination that the flow rate of the beverage forming ingredient cannot be

adjusted. The one or more error messages may be communicated via an appropriate

network. The one or more error messages may be communicated to other components of

the beverage forming dispenser 100 and/or to remote devices. For example, a control

node, such as 305 may communicate an error message to a central controller, such as

105. As another example, a control node 305 and/or a central controller 105 may

communicate an error messages to a remote device, such as, a server, processing center,

customer support center, technical support center and/or a personal computer associated

with a maintenance supervisor, a customer, a supervisor of the customer, or a technician

associated with the beverage forming dispenser 100. The error messages may be

communicated in any suitable form, for example, by e-mail over a LAN or WAN (e.g.,

the Internet).

[00159] The example of a method for monitoring the dispense of a beverage forming

ingredient may end following either block 715 or block 730.

[00160] Additionally, at least one program storage device readable by a machine,

tangibly embodying at least one program or set of instructions executable by the machine

to perform the capabilities of the embodiment of the invention can be provided.

[00161] The flow diagrams depicted herein are examples. There may be many

variations to these diagrams or the steps (or operations) described therein without



departing from the scope of the invention. For instance, the steps may be performed in a

differing order, or steps may be added, deleted or modified. All of these variations are

considered a part of the claimed invention.

[00162] While embodiments of the invention have been described, it will be

understood that those skilled in the art, both now and in the future may make various

improvements and enhancements which fall within the scope of the claims which follow.

These claims should be construed to maintain the proper protection for the invention first

described.



CLAIMS

The claimed invention is:

1. A method for dispensing a product, comprising:

associating a plurality of product ingredients with a product dispenser, wherein a

plurality of selectable products may be formed from the plurality of product ingredients;

receiving input comprising a selected product for dispense;

identifying a recipe for the selected product, wherein the recipe defines the ratio

of product ingredients for forming the selected product;

commencing a dispense of each of the respective product ingredients based at

least in part on the identified recipe; and

independently monitoring the dispense of each of the respective product

ingredients.

2 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising receiving input for a cup size

associated with the selected product, and

wherein commencing a dispense of each of the respective product ingredients is

further based at least in part on the received input for the cup size.

3 . The method of Claim 1, wherein independently monitoring the dispense

of each of the respective product ingredients comprises monitoring a respective flow rate

associated with each of the product ingredients.

4 . The method of Claim 3, wherein monitoring a respective flow rate

associated with each of the product ingredients comprises determining the respective

flow rates for a predetermined period of time, and further comprising:

comparing the determined respective flow rates for each of the product

ingredients to respective expected flow rates for each of the product ingredients; and

adjusting one or more of the respective flow rates based at least in part on the

comparison.



5 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

determining, based at least in part on monitoring the dispense of the respective

required product ingredients, that at least one of the product ingredients is not being

dispensed properly.

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein determining that at least one of the

product ingredients is not being dispensed properly is based at least in part on a

comparison of a flow rate associated with the at least one of the product ingredients to at

least one threshold flow rate value associated with the at least one of the product

ingredients.

7. The method of Claim 5, further comprising:

implementing a control action based at least in part on determining that at least

one of the product ingredients is not being dispensed properly.

8. The method of Claim 7, wherein implementing a control action comprises

at least one of limiting the dispense of the at least one of the product ingredients, ceasing

the dispense of the at least one of the product ingredients, outputting an error message, or

communicating an error message to a remote device via a network.

9 . A method for dispensing a product ingredient, comprising:

receiving input comprising a selection of a product for dispense, wherein the

product ingredient is a component of the selected product;

identifying a recipe for the selected product, wherein the recipe defines a ratio of

the product ingredient relative to one or more other product ingredients forming the

selected product;

commencing a dispense of the product ingredient based at least in part on the

identified recipe; and

monitoring the dispense of the product ingredient.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein monitoring the dispense of the product

ingredient comprises monitoring a flow rate associated with the product ingredient.



11. The method of Claim 10, wherein monitoring the flow rate associated

with the product ingredient comprises determining the flow rate for a predetermined

period of time, and further comprising:

comparing the determined flow rate to an expected flow rate for the product

ingredient; and

adjusting the flow rate associated with the product ingredient based at least in

part on the comparison.

12. The method of C laim 9, further compris ing :

determining, based at least in part on monitoring the dispense of the product

ingredient, that the product ingredient is not being dispensed properly.

13. The method of Claim 9, wherein determining that the product ingredient

is not being dispensed properly is based at least in part on a comparison of a flow rate

associated with the product ingredient to at least one threshold flow rate value associated

with the product ingredient.

14. The method of Claim 13, further comprising:

implementing a control action based at least in part on determining that the

product ingredient is not being dispensed properly.

15. The method of Claim 14, wherein implementing a control action

comprises at least one of limiting the dispenses of the product ingredient, ceasing the

dispense of the product ingredient, displaying an error message associated with the

dispense of the product ingredient, or communicating an error message associated with

the dispense of the product ingredient to a remote device via a network.

16. A dispenser apparatus, comprising:

an ingredient matrix operable to receive a plurality of ingredient packages within

respective locations, wherein a plurality of selectable products may be formed from at

least some of the plurality of product ingredients;

an input device operable to receive a product selection;

a controller to execute a set of instructions operable to:



receive the product selection;

identify a recipe for the selected product, wherein the recipe defines a

ratio of product ingredients to form the selected product; and

direct a dispense of each of the respective product ingredients based at

least in part on the identified recipe: and

one or more control nodes respectively associated with each of the product

ingredients, wherein each of the one or more control nodes executes a set of instructions

operable to:

receive, from the controller, a dispense direction and at least one

associated dispense parameter that is based at least in part on the identified recipe;

commence the dispense of an associated product ingredient based at least

in part on the at least one associated dispense parameter; and

monitor the dispense of the associated product ingredient.

17. The dispenser apparatus of Claim 16, wherein each of the one or more

control nodes is operable to monitor the dispense of an associated product ingredient by

monitoring a flow rate associated with the product ingredient for a predetermined period

of time.

18. The dispenser apparatus of Claim 17, wherein each of the one or more

control nodes is further operable to:

compare the monitored flow rate to an expected flow rate for the product

ingredient: and

adjust the flow rate of the product ingredient based at least in part on the

comparison.

19. The dispenser apparatus of Claim 17, wherein each of the one or more

control nodes is further operable to:

determine, based at least in part on comparing a flow rate associated with the

monitored product ingredient to a least one threshold flow rate value associated with the

product ingredient, that the product ingredient is not being dispensed properly: and

implement a control action based at least in part on the determination that the

product ingredient is not being dispensed properly.



20. The dispenser apparatus of Claim 19, wherein the control action

comprises at least one of limiting the dispense of the product ingredient, ceasing the

dispense of the product ingredient, directing the output of an error indication, or

directing, via a network, the communication of an error message to the controller or to a

remote device.
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